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Setting the scene

● Open University of the Netherlands - Faculty of Psychology - 2012
○ approx. 4400 active students in this faculty, 
○ Studying independently (no cohort)
○ Distance learning - supported by virtual learning environment Blackboard

● Data collected from 26 December 2011 to 5 June 2012 (162 days)
○ Blackboard PSY student community: approx. 300 messages (4400 members)
○ Closed PSYstudent Facebook group: approx. 11.000 messages (650 members 

with 287 active ‘posters’)















Discussion topics
Do you have third spaces at your university?

How should you deal with third spaces as a learning technologist? 

What should the relationship be between these third spaces and the educational 
institution?



Facebook groups as a “Third Space”

● groups that are created and managed by students without any 
involvement from teachers 

● between the institutional space of teacher-managed Facebook groups 
and the non-institutional, personal space of the Facebook network

AAEN, J. & DALSGAARD, C. (2016). Student Facebook groups as a third space: between social life and 
schoolwork. Learning, Media and Technology, 41, 160-186.



Descriptive statistics

● 11313 Messages in 162 days
○ Collected through e-mail notifications
○ Not able to collect ‘Likes’, only actual posts
○ Until June 5 2012: FB change of policy (no more e-mail notifications of replies)

● 1149 Threads (message + replies)
○ Longest thread: 88 messages
○ Mean length: 9,85 messages per thread, SD= 11,34
○ Median: 6 messages per thread
○ 255 Threads (22%) have single message (no replies)
○ 414 Threads (36%) have 10 messages or more





Members 
287 posting members in 2012

● Originator = 
9,3% of posts - 6,5 per day

● 20 members = 50% of posts
● 48 members = 75% of posts
● 100 members = 90% of posts
● 187 members = 10% of posts
● 300+ members = no posts

Currently (2019) = 3507 members



Content Analysis: defining a coding scheme
Coding scheme developed on the basis of Vivian, R., Barnes, A., Geer, R., & 
Wood, D. (2014). The academic journey of university students on Facebook: an 
analysis of informal academic-related activity over a semester. Research in 
Learning Technology, 22. https://doi.org/10.3402/rlt.v22.24681. 

Coding on level of thread (i.e. multiple codes per thread)

50+ first threads coded



Content Analysis: coding topics
Doing work
Procrastinating 
Motivation
Content
Grades
Emotional 
Uni schedule
Checking peer progress
Uni social
Holiday and breaks

Supporting peers
University, system or staff
Time and meetings
Exams / assessment
Resources
Courses and tutorials
Communication 
Seeking help
Seeking participation
Career 
Other/Miscellaneous 

Vivian, R., Barnes, A., Geer, R., & Wood, D. (2014).



Content Analysis: Adding additional topics 

Academic research conventions and strategy
Dealing with studies as part-time students (e.g. sleep)
Encouragement
Explaining FB features (tech)
Norm setting on FB as a Third Space
Offering collaboration
Own study behaviour / location / surroundings / cats
 



Content Analysis: Challenges
Coding on post-level or thread-level? 

Lot of implicit contextual data (e.g. regarding the OU setting)

How to capture the complexity of social interactions in threads?

What granularity of social interaction is of interest?



FB PSY Eco-system
Since 2011

55 groups for PSY 
students

22 other active groups 
with PSY students
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